GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

09/14/2019

HIGHLIGHT

“PENGUIN CAFÈ”: THE LAST CONCERT IN
VAL DI FASSA FOR “THE SOUNDS”

In case of bad weather the concert of “Penguin Café” takes place from 5.30 p.m.
by the Theatre Navalge in Moena.

Today in the valley
LONG LIVE THE “DESMONTEÈDA”

The concerts in Val di Fassa of “The Sounds of the Dolomites” end today
at 12 p.m., at Ciampac. On the green stage at 2.000 metres performs
“Penguin Cafe”, which means Arthur Jeffes who involves in his project of
“heavenly melodies” talents such as Cass Browne, Neil Codlind, Oli
Langford and Darren Berry. The interest of Jeffes – son of the musician
and composer Emily Young and of Simon Jeffes, founder of the “Penguin
Café Orchestra” in 1974 – for spatial music was born ages ago and he has
even written tracks for the Keplero project by Nasa. His most original
repertoire has obtained worldwide appreciation. The location of the
concert can be reached from Alba by cable car and then on foot for 20
minutes.

Itineraries
FROM VALBONA TO THE REFUGE LA REZILA

PRA DEL PREVE - SORAGA AT 11 A.M.
This is an easy walk, suitable to everybody, that leads from Moena,
The shepherds and the cattle that come back from the pasture through by the Alpe Lusia cable car, leads to the refuge La Rezila. From the
the village and conclude the festival with a traditional lunch and feast. village, by car or by public transport, reach the intermediate station
of the cabin lift (1820 metres) nearby the chalet Valbona in few
PUZZONE: COOKING SHOW AND APERITIF
minutes. From here, walk towards Malga Pozza, along a short flat
PIAZ DE RAMON – FROM 5 P.M.
stretch. As soon as the dirt road starts to incline uphill, take the
It all starts with a challenge between food bloggers to conclude the
paths on the left that goes down towards the pasture, go on in the
appointment with a gourmet aperitif.
wood and, along a pleasant and easy path, reach the refuge La
Rezila (at 1761 metres), at the limit of a wide and sunny meadow
CORO SAT IN CONCERT
(25 minutes). Go back along the same itinerary.
CINEMA THEATRE MARMOLADA - CANAZEI AT 9 P.M.
One of the most appreciated choirs in Trentino performs on occasion of
the 50th anniverdary of the Cai-Sat Alta Fassa section.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 15TH FROM 7 A.M. – CAMPITELLO

FREE TO FLY

UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE BY PARAGLIDE WITH AN EXPERT
INSTRUCTOR. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 15TH AT 8.45 A.M. – CANAZEI

ADVENTURES BETWEEN WATER AND ROCK
SPECTACULAR ITINERARY WITH EASY CLIMBING PASSAGES WITH THE
MOUNTAIN GUIDE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION
AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Virginio Dezulian del Garber, the son of Maria Piaz "La mare del
Pordoi", was the favourite nephew of Tita Piaz. He was a strong and
agile guide, who leaded at altitude King Albert of Belgium and
other nobles. He opened many new tracks and in 1926, with his
uncle and the counts Bonacossa, he took part in the “first” venture
to the nord-ovest peak of Schenon del Latemar, whil in 1928, again
with Tita, he opened a tough itinerary on the northern side of the
Catinaccio. In 1929, he succeded his uncle in managing the Vajolet
refuge with his wife Pina and in 1931, with Tita, overcame the
southern pillar of Sass Pordoi. He died in 1954 at the age of 53 due
to a terminal disease.

SEPTEMBER 15TH AT 9 A.M. - CAMPITELLO

RIDING FOR FUN

HORSEBACK RIDING EXCURSION WITH THE INSTRUCTOR.
ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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